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A Wonderful Duet:

Casey Schwartz and Kit Wertz of Flower Duet
Story begins on page 6

Casey Coleman Schwartz, left,
and Kit Coleman Wertz, the
Flower Duet team

Florist on the Move. Floral Fields expands in new home.

See page 8.

A WONDER

Casey Schwartz & Kit

S

by Peggi
omewhat like the album made by Ella Fitzgerald and
Louis Armstrong, Casey Coleman Schwartz and her sister
Kit Coleman Wertz make beautiful music together. Their
title, however, is not “A Wonderful Duet” but Flower
Duet, and their music is the melody of fresh, beautifully
arranged flowers.

Working from a spectacularly spacious, modern studio in Torrance

across from Lowe’s, the sisters follow a shared lifelong love of these
cut lovelies, instilled and encouraged by their parents, Walt and
Christine Coleman.
“From Summer bouquets to poinsettias, we grew up with flowers in
the house,” says Casey. Mrs. Coleman’s avid interest and study of floral
design along with Mr. Coleman’s encouragement and gardening, gave
flowers a place of honor in the family home. The family traveled from
their home in McLean, Virginia to feast their eyes upon exotic and
unusual plants and flowers at regional and international gardens. Kit,
Casey and Christine, all visited the Floating Flower Mart in Amsterdam
and toured gardens in Sweden, France, Italy and Scotland. They saw
white Liatris for the first time at Meadowlark Botanical Gardens in
Vienna, Virginia. In 2010, Casey and her father met up in Albuquerque,

Kit’s marketing expertise is a huge bonus to the design team.

New Mexico for the filming of five flower arranging segments for a PBS
“Creative Living” show. Their story was published in Bloomin’ News,

Journalism, from James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Virginia;

January 2011.

and Casey, a Bachelor’s in Health & Human Services with a major in

With a foundation in the appreciation of fresh flowers and a love

Recreation Management, from Ohio University in Athens, Ohio.

of good design behind them, sisters Casey and Kit went on to earn

And from college, life took them across the country and, in Casey’s

college degrees: Kit, a bachelor’s in Mass Communication, focus in

case, around the world. Casey holds the distinction of being the first
woman to steer the Queen Elizabeth II into New York harbor. That
unusual honor occurred during her career as a member of the ship’s
Cruise Staff, a position she studied and worked toward from the
moment she first entered college.
Casey worked on cruise ships for 12 years, starting as Cruise staff
and working up to Chief Purser, and this is where she came face to
face with the need to arrange flowers and to keep them fresh and
beautiful for the entire cruise.
“We would call to our home ports of Venice, Istanbul, Stockholm
and Singapore where the local florists would fill our many vases and
containers with works of art for me to keep alive for the next 7-10 days.
I would then break them down at the end of the cruise and see how
they had been put together. Then I was transferred to another ship in
the Caribbean where the flowers arrived in boxes and I was to be the
designer,” says Casey. “I visited five-star hotels around the world and
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Kit leads a floral design class.

“I visited five-star hotels and exa

FUL DUET
Wertz of Flower Duet

Ridgway
Kit and Casey then took some design classes to learn some more
basics and techniques and in 1999, the two started Flower Duet with
a business model of “weddings and teaching flower arranging in a
fun environment.”
Since then, both sisters have taken a number of floral design
workshops and classes. Casey took classes with the Southern
California School of Floral Design in Anaheim and both women
constantly study design on their own, finding it essential to keep up
with trends and techniques.
The sisters teach private floral design lessons, flower parties, appear
as guest speakers to garden clubs and other groups, offer workshops
at their Torrance studio and at private venues in addition to offering
custom floral design services for weddings and all types of special
occasions. They also can be found offering group tours of the Los
Angeles Floral District each month.
Some unusual opportunities to showcase their teaching abilities
and floral design creativity have come to Flower Duet since the
company started in 1999. “We’ve taught a lot of celebrities and style
Casey teaches a design class.

mavens in Bel Air and the Hollywood Hills,” says Kit.
After being featured twice on DailyCandy.com in 2006, Flower Duet
was bombarded with requests to throw flower arranging parties all

examined their floral arrangements, I learned backwards and by the
seat of my pants.”
“Casey has always been creative and an organizer,” says Kit, Flower
Duet’s marketing expert, “and she has no fear. She’ll figure it out.”
Casey points out that those huge floral arrangements she designed

over the LA area as far north as Camarillo and as far south as Irvine.
“In 2007, we were called by The Huntington (The Huntington
Library, Art Collections & Botanical Gardens) to be the Floral Design
Instructors for their Continuing Education Department,” says Casey.
Continued on page 15

usually had to be taken apart and re-arranged and refreshed midway
through the cruise. She quickly learned she could not re-use the floral
foam, along with other design basics.
Yes, there’s life between cruises. Back in the United States after
cruises in China, Turkey and around the world, Casey delved into
floral design. One day, she and Kit paid a visit for the first time to the
(Original) Los Angeles Flower Market where they “were like two kids in
a candy store!” says Kit.
The sisters realized they could do the flowers for Kit’s upcoming
wedding to Greg Wertz, a fine artist and Flash developer, in 1997.
The reaction to their wedding work caught the attention of guests
who were Kit’s friends. “We started to take them to the Original Los
Angeles Flower Market and then back to my house to teach them how
to arrange with flowers,” says Kit. “Pretty soon, everyone was getting
married and wanted to hire us to do their weddings.”

mined their floral arrangements.”

Creating floral designs aboard a 5-star cruise line gave Casey worldwide
exposure to flowers and cultures preparing her for the Flower Duet venture.
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A Wonderful Duet
Continued from page 7
That call led to Kit and Casey giving
regular teaching sessions for floral design
beginners to advanced level designers,
including children at The Huntington.
Flower Duet ensures each class is inspired
by a theme of a garden on the grounds
such as a Protea and Kangaroo Paw design
inspired by the Australian garden or an art
exhibition.

“Seven and eight-year-olds are amazing
flower designers,” says Kit, of some of their
younger Huntington students. “The boys’
designs are orderly and they make sense.
But there are no ‘rules’ for them and they
do exciting designs.”
The pair often makes a stop at the
Original Los Angeles Flower Market on
their way to giving Saturday classes at
The Huntington. “It’s that ‘Just in time’
(Also called the ‘JIT production strategy’)
approach,” says Kit, familiar with the lingo
of the large manufacturing entity from her
marketing experience at Toyota.
Kit’s background in Internet marketing
(search
engine
optimization,
payper-click, social media, mobile apps,
YouTube, etc.) combined with both Kit
and Casey’s creativity and teaching make
their presentations and their business
partnership a winning combo. From their
DVD on centerpiece arrangements to
their YouTube video on wiring succulent
arrangements for hand-tied bouquets to
client arrangement pictures they post on
their website, they work in harmony, in A
Wonderful Duet.

Flower Duet on Weddings
The secret to pulling off the wedding
successfully? “Be organized and plan
ahead.” Flower Duet has created custom
flowers for weddings throughout Southern
California and beyond. Their reach has
encompassed all points between Santa
Barbara and Point Loma and on the East
Coast from Connecticut to Maryland to St.
John, USVI.
Part of Flower Duet’s wedding quote
includes a private tour with the bride (and
often her entourage) of the Los Angeles
Flower Market. “We get to know the bride,
identify a focal point for flowers, cross
things off the list, add to the list,” says
Casey. “We take pictures and upload them
to the client’s page on our website.” The
result is a happy bride who never says she
did not get what she requested.
Kit and Casey have vastly different
styles of design. Kit is the master of the
pavé, compact look, where Casey likes to
make positive use of the negative space,
introducing a more airy look. However, the
pair says they can mimic each other’s style

easily to please a custom client.
“This is a winning combination when
working with the varied tastes of all clients
who walk through the door. We can
assure them that we can do whatever they
request,” says Kit.
Flower Duet produces a monthly newsletter
for the flower enthusiast and often features
the Original Los Angeles Flower Market.
You’ll find them online at: Flowerduet.com;
Facebook.com/flower-duet; and on Twitter:
@flowerduet.
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